theoretical weaknesses. Schmidt structures his argument by critically summarizing pluralist and assimilationist accounts, leading him to disperse key theoretical discussions. For example, the relationship between individual and collective identity is discussed partially in the second, third, sixth, and seventh chapters, hindering a clear analysis. This approach excessively lengthens the critical analyses of pluralistic and assimilationist positions, leaving little room to explain the implications of pluralistic integration. Nevertheless, I recommend this work for its comprehensive examination of American language policy debates, its interesting albeit uncritical reformulation and reapplication of Kymlicka's theory, and its suggestions for furthering justice among socially stratified ethno-linguistic groups. There is much here to stimulate a reader's imagination. The conclusion provides a list of research projects for game theory-oriented policy analysts. Even more intriguing is a chapter that assesses the meaning of the multi-institutional model for bureaucratic autonomy or independence. Describing independence as a "multi-dimensional concept," the author also demonstrates that "limited independence" can only be assessed in proximate terms and therefore concludes that it is of limited usefulness. Even acknowledging the difficulties associated with its measurement, however, bureaucratic autonomy is likely to remain a central concern for executive branch and policy analysts. A future study, therefore, could profitably consider the usefulness of the multi-institutional model for understanding this facet of bureaucracy.
Michael
Congress, the President, and the Federal Reserve. The Politics of American Monetary Policy-Making is an interesting account of monetary policy-making that educates its readers in the contributions offered political science by formal modeling, rational choice, and game theory. It participates in debates about a major policy area and about the discipline, suggesting further directions for scholars' research and for practitioners' reflections.
